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1. Let USYers steer the ship 

USY is a teen-run organization, but all too often programs fall into a rut and stay the same week after 

week. Use the creativity and skills of your group to create new, exciting, and appealing programs by 

having both board members and general members take a turn at co-chairing programs centered around 

a topic interesting to them.  

2. Content matters – make it unique! 

Teens today have essentially an unlimited number of activities to choose from and a very scarce amount 

of free time. To attract participants, programs need to offer something that is not available elsewhere. 

This can be a combination of social benefits, relevant Jewish content, and self-directed leadership 

opportunities.  

3. Challenge your program goals 

Look for ways to take a program idea or theme and connect it with more substance. Ultimately, USYers 

can hang out on the couch at home with their friends, so programs need to offer both a social and 

substantive environment to remain appealing. Use the RelEd, SATO, and Israel Affairs representatives on 

your board to partner with program chairs and infuse programs with content from their areas. 

4. Outreach is more than a phone call 

Jewish peer relationships are essential to USY. To grow a chapter, more individuals need to have 

relationships connected to USY. A Facebook event invite or brief phone call with program information is 

not enough to build new relationships. The most effective outreach is the type done face-to-face and 

centered on forming friendships. 

5. Create more leaders 

With more homework and more pressure to participate in resume-building opportunities, there is a lot 

to compete with USY participation – even for those who are interested in the group. Make prioritizing 

easier for teens at your synagogue by offering additional leadership opportunities related to USY. This 

might mean creating or expanding your executive or general board, creating a chapter branch of Heschel 

Honor Society, or forming a Mitzvah Corps to spearhead volunteer and chesed projects for the group. 

Creating more opportunities for leadership and requiring participation from those in leadership 

positions will both strengthen the member base and make it easier for teens to prioritize USY.  


